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Spelling Words and Sentences

Spelling List F-7: /ch/, /sh/, /j/

1. mustache Roberto meticulously cares for his mustachmustachee.
2. situation Don’t put yourself in a dangerous situatiosituationn.
3. gingerly The cat gingerlygingerly pawed at the dangling toy.
4. competition The cheerleading competitioncompetition lasted over five hours. 
5. pigeon The pigeonpigeon didn’t move when we came close to it. 
6. congestion The cold began with sinus congestiocongestionn.
7. rummage The girls rummagerummage through the boxes looking for a specific book. 
8. licorice Did you know that licoricelicorice root was once used to treat a variety of diseases? 
9. digestion You should go see a doctor if you are having poor digestiodigestionn.
10. habitual  Mr. Romey is a habitualhabitual creature—he follows a very specific daily routine.
11. dungeon  Many medieval castles had a dungeodungeonn.
12. manufacture  Both companies manufacturemanufacture cars and trucks.
13. procedure  The dentist followed a very specific procedureprocedure while cleaning my teeth.
14. unapproachable  The dog looked unapproachablunapproachablee, but the owner said he was very friendly.
15. abbreviation  Each state in the United States has a two-letter abbreviatioabbreviationn.
16. generation  My grandmother was born a generationgeneration before my mom.
17. chandelier  The chandelierchandelier in the mansion was covered in hundreds of tiny crystals.
18. practitioner  Dr. Lui is a skilled healthcare practitionerpractitioner who opened her own practice.
19. comprehension  I love reading, but I do not like answering comprehensioncomprehension questions.

20. exaggeration  I can say without exaggerationexaggeration that Mrs. Stall is the kindest person I know. 

Review Words

21. citizen  Macario became a United States citizencitizen ten years ago.
22. license  Aiyanna passed her driving test and received her driver’s licenslicensee.
23. dissolve  Shay stirred the sugar into her tea so it would dissolvedissolve faster.

Challenge Words

24. misinterpretation  There was a misinterpretationmisinterpretation of the rules between the two referees.
25. advantageous  It is advantageousadvantageous to stretch before going on a long run. 


